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Phenomenal | Definition of Phenomenal by Merriam-Webster Choose the Right Synonym for phenomenal. material, physical, corporeal, phenomenal, sensible,
objective mean of or belonging to actuality. material implies formation out of tangible matter; used in contrast with spiritual or ideal it may connote the mundane,
crass, or grasping. material values physical applies to what is perceived directly by the senses and may contrast with mental, spiritual. Phenomenal - definition of
phenomenal by The Free Dictionary pheÂ·nomÂ·eÂ·nal (fÄ-nÅ•mâ€²É™-nÉ™l) adj. 1. Of, relating to, or constituting phenomena or a phenomenon. 2.
Extraordinary; outstanding: a phenomenal feat of memory. 3. Philosophy Known or derived through the senses rather than through the mind. pheÂ·nomâ€²eÂ·nalÂ·ly
adv. phenomenal (fÉªËˆnÉ’mÉªnÉ™l) adj 1. of or relating to a phenomenon 2. Phenomenal Synonyms, Phenomenal Antonyms | Thesaurus.com The phenomenal
increase is partly explained by the success of his poems. It is a poor rule, they may say, that has no exceptions in phenomenal manifestation.

Phenomenal | Define Phenomenal at Dictionary.com Contemporary Examples. of phenomenal. The Biba brand exploded in 1964 with the phenomenal success of a
pink and white gingham frock called â€œthe Barbara.â€•. Phenomenal Synonyms, Phenomenal Antonyms | Merriam-Webster ... material, physical, corporeal,
phenomenal, sensible, objective mean of or belonging to actuality. material implies formation out of tangible matter; used in contrast with spiritual or ideal it may
connote the mundane, crass, or grasping.. material values; physical applies to what is perceived directly by the senses and may contrast with mental, spiritual, or
imaginary. phenomenal - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com From a Greek root meaning "appearance," phenomenal describes something so awesome and
borderline miraculous it really has to actually be seen to be believed. Worthy examples may be the Aurora Borealis, the prowess of Michael Jordan, or the abilities of
any given Marvel character blessed by exposure to radioactive materials.

Eminem - Phenomenal (Lyric Video) Category Music; Song Phenomenal; Artist Eminem; Licensed to YouTube by UMG (on behalf of Shady/Interscope Records);
Abramus Digital, Me Gusta Music (Publishing), UMPI, ASCAP, UBEM, UMPG Publishing. PHENOMENAL | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary These
examples are from the Cambridge English Corpus and from sources on the web. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge
Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors. Phenomenal Woman by Maya Angelou | Poetry Foundation An acclaimed American poet,
storyteller, activist, and autobiographer, Maya Angelou was born Marguerite Johnson in St. Louis, Missouri. Angelou had a broad career as a singer, dancer, actress,
composer, and Hollywoodâ€™s first female black director, but became most famous as a writer, editor, essayist, playwright.
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